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Board Meeting  
Sonoma  Valley Groundwater  Sustainability Agency  

Regular  Meeting Minutes 
Date: March 25,  2019  

Time: 4:00 p m  
Location: Valley  of the Moon Water District, Board Room  

Address: 19039 Bay Street,  Sonoma, CA 95476  
http://www.sonomacountygroundwater.org/sv   

Member Agency Directors Alternates 
City of Sonoma Rachel Hundley Logan Harvey 
County of Sonoma Susan Gorin James Gore 
North Bay Water District Mike Sangiacomo Carolyn Wasem 
Sonoma County Water Agency David Rabbit James Gore 
Sonoma Resource Conservation District Vicki Mulas Bruce Abelli-Amen 
Valley of the Moon Water District Ron Prushko Steve Rogers 

Agenda  
1. Call to  Order, Roll Call 

Director  Susan Gorin, Chairwoman, called the  meeting to  order at  4:05 p.m., and noted that a 
quorum  of the Board was present,  consisting of the following  Directors: Susan Gorin, Vicki 
Mulas, Rachel Hundley, Mike Sangiacomo,  David Rabbitt, and Ron Prushko. 

2. Public comment on matters not listed on the agenda  but within the subject matter jurisdiction 
of the Board. 
None. 

3. Consent Calendar 
Board comments 
Director Prushko  noted that well owners aren’t currently paying for anything.  Chairwoman 
Gorin  and  Director  Rabbitt  noted that  the  Santa Rosa  Plain  GSA is implementing fees and  is 
having a tough time selling the  proposed  fee to property  owners.  Director Rabbitt  stated that 
he feels  it’s better to implement a fee/tax once people know what they  are getting. 
Director  Rabbitt  moved  to approve  the  consent calendar  as presented,  Director  Mulas 
seconded.  Motion passed  unanimously. 

4. Directors/Subcommittee Report 
None. 
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5. Advisory Committee Report 
Advisory Committee Chairman Fred Allebach  reported  that  in the past two  meetings, the 
Advisory Committee focused on  the following: 

a. Groundwater trading  markets webinar  with excellent presentation by Richael Young, 
Mammoth Trading;  and Christina Babbitt,  Environmental Defense  Fund 

b. Storm  Water  presentation 
c. Creation of  an  Ad hoc to look  at permitting in zones of depletion 
d. Stream seepage monitoring presentation by Steve Lee, Sonoma Ecology Center 
e. Marcus Trotta,  Sonoma Water,  is providing good maps  that  make you look at basin 

differently. 

6. Sonoma Valley Aquifer Storage and Recovery Pilot 
Marcus  Trotta, Sonoma Water  and GSA technical staff, discussed  the Sonoma Valley Aquifer 
Storage  and Recovery (ASR) Pilot project and preliminary results.  Trotta noted that  ASR  is of 
interest locally because  of potential role in supporting sustainable groundwater  management 
and potential future  challenges the  in Russian  River water supply  system  due to drought, 
fisheries issues, possible  changes to Potter Valley  Project, climate change,  and  natural hazards 
(seismic issues with the aqueduct that crosses fault zones).  A  regional feasibility study  was 
completed in 2013. The study  looked at  what’s available (surface drinking water from Russian 
River), how it could be stored in aquifers, and where.  The study found that because we are 
starting out with high quality  water, there are  very few issues of concern. The regional Boards 
are  responsible for permitting the water quality aspects of ASR projects. The  Russian River  water 
has very little issues compared to other regions  that are doing  ASR or pilots.  A  Feasibility  study 
looked a bit at  surface spreading versus  well injection; there  was  one area in Glen Ellen that 
showed some promise  for surface  spreading.  Sonoma Valley  was  chosen as pilot  area for several 
reasons, including that  the Sonoma Valley  Groundwater  Management Plan  recommended it. 
The pilot was done at  Test Well 6A, which  is located near Vets  Building.  The test well was 
constructed  near a city water well that was used for  monitoring and is  now  out of  service. Depth 
to groundwater is about  70 feet, and water quality is  similar to  Russian  River  water. Extensive 
permitting required; CEQA  (notice  of exemption) required. Permit issued  March  2018.  Geology 
around injection site  was ideal with volcanic  ‘cap’ at surface  that reduced chances for 
‘mounding.’  Water quality  was  very good; wasn’t permitted for drinking, but future of possible 
drinking water was good. 

Results: 
• Groundwater  levels of injection  well responded rapidly to injection; city  well, increased 

by about 15 feet; other nearby wells, a few feet. Pressure increases near the wells. 
• Water quality in  test well started  to  migrate toward drinking water that  was being 

injected. 
• Disinfection byproducts  occur  in any  water that’s been treated  but, the  amount of 

byproduct, in  Russian River  drinking water is  quite  low  compared  to other drinking 
water systems.  During the test, when  the water was stored in the aquifer  the 
byproducts increase  initially, and then dropped  over time. 

• Very little  clogging in well screen; one of cleanest  screens the consultants had seen. 
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• Could potentially store about 40 Acre  Ft  using this test well; volume could be greater with 
injection well dedicated to  ASR. 

Next steps: 
• Look at different locations,  costs, future potential,  could be a strategy for GSP. 

Board Comments/Questions  
• Were groundwater levels in the city  well historically dropping? 

o Yes,  over a 20 year period it has  fallen about 15  feet. 
• Injection rates? 

o Started at 50 gallons per  minute and got up to 80  gallons  per minute. The  injection rate 
depends on aquifer and well capacity.  The rule  of thumb is  to inject about  half  of well 
production rate. 

• Could ASR help zone  of depletion? Can  we use this  as an overall strategy? 
o Yes, it’s  one strategy,  most likely with  other things like conservation.  ASR projects are 

normally used  to store and  use, but not to supplement/recharge the aquifer. Marcus 
Trotta noted  that recharge  isn’t considered a beneficial use so there are limitations from 
the State Board  on permitting these. It can be used  as  a substitute for  groundwater  that 
is being pumped by bigger  users (city, VOMWD). Other constraints are the aqueduct 
system, which doesn’t go all the way south. Needs to  be carefully evaluated and  scoped 
out. 

• Are there ways  to help recover the areas of decline? 
o This will be a discussion starting with  the Advisory  Committee  and then GSA Board. 

SGMA says that GSAs don’t need to  address  undesirable effects that occurred  before 
1/1/2015. 

• Given how  much rainfall we’ve had, is  there a way  to  determine if  aquifers have been 
recharged?  Would be good to have comparisons  to see how rain  helps and whether we can 
capture this in the future. 

o There is a network of monitoring  wells,  so  we can  see year-to-year changes. There  are 
data gaps, but  we are working  with  the  state to get funds to  close those gaps. Generally, 
shallower wells show  year-to-year changes and deeper years take longer. Would  like to 
see  what  2017 rain did to aquifers. 

• How  much capacity is available in aqueduct in recharge months? 
o Marcus  Trotta  will look into this.  There is a lot  of capacity. 

• Chlorine? 
o To  comply with  drinking water regulations,  Sonoma  Water chlorinates at facilities at 

Russian River, and is checked throughout  the  aqueduct system. Chlorine  is  added if 
needed. 

• Are there other scenarios where chlorinated  water  is going into  the ground? 
o There are lots of  studies on  long-term projects that look at degradation  of products  over 

time. Chlorine is added  to  eliminate  pathogens and  other things that  make people sick, 
but could change native water (which is  a  regional  Board concern). 

• Are there seismic concerns? 
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o This is  one of the things that is studied.  It can be a concern with  clay layers  or if injecting 
too close to  an  active fault  line. Didn’t see  concerns  with the pilot study. 

• If we had a green light, how long  would it take to  start? 
o Could start nearly immediately  at pilot site. To build it  out in future,  we  would need a 

new well and piping. It would  take one year  for  a new well and  several years for  the 
piping. 

• A long-time VOMWD  employee  thought it took two years to recharge naturally.  Staff noted that 
it depends  on the area. 

• Could a diversion well be put in near Sonoma Creek to divert water away during high flows? 
o It costs money,  a diversion well,  and requires a  water rights permit (may be  easier for 

wintertime water). 

Public Comment  
• Fred  Allebach:   The USGS study found  overall aquifer loss per year is  1,400 acre-feet. 40  acre-ft 

barely puts  a dent in this. So,  we will need a multipronged solution. Staff noted the 1,400 AFY is 
a number based  on an  older model, and  will be  refining this  as part of the  water budget for the 
GSP. 

7A   Fiscal Year  2017-2018 Audit   
Brett Bradford, Pisenti  &  Brinker, LLC., provided  an overview of  the FY 2017-2018 audit, in which  the  
auditor found no problems and gave an unqualified opinion.  
No public comment.  
Director  Rabbitt  moved  to accept the  audit  and  Director  Mulas  seconded, Motion passed  unanimously.  

7B     Financial  Reserve Policy  
Staff reviewed a draft financial reserve policy,  which aims to hold cash reserves equivalent to  two  
months’ operating  expenses (less in-kind services, depreciation, and  one-time capital  expenditures).  
No public comment.  
Director Mulas  moved  to approve  the reserve policy  and  Director  Rabbitt  seconded.  Motion passed  
unanimously.  

7C    Fiscal  Year 2019-2020 Budget  
Staff reviewed the draft Fiscal Year 2019-2020 budget  and member  agency contributions. It  was noted  
the budget  varies from  the  current fiscal year in that it includes $30,000 for possible initiation of a well 
registration program; it includes DWR grant funding; and two  months’  operating reserve.  

Board Question  
• In three  years, when grant  funds stop coming in, how  will costs be covered? 

• Grant funding is currently for the Groundwater Sustainability Plan, which  will be 
completed in three years.  At some point in the next  couple of years, the  Board would 
likely initiate a new rate/fee study to cover future costs. 

No public comment.  
Director  Rabbitt  moved  to approve  the budget and  member agency contributions and  Director Mulas  
seconded.  Motion  passed unanimously.  
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8. Legal  Counsel,  Plan Manager and Administrator Report 
No Legal update.  The  Administrator’s report  was  in  the packet.  Marcus  Trotta  provided  the  Plan 
Manager’s update: 
Technical Support Services  from DWR: Six shallow wells near streams, for both Groundwater and surface 
water / groundwater  interaction. Tried to  fill data gaps and pair with surface  water  gages. Deeper wells: 
throughout valley with  bigger focus  on southern portions; specifically  one near 121 and 8th  Street East 
(data gaps exist  –  looking at groundwater  quality and  deeper groundwater  levels). 

Board  Comments/Questions  
• Can we look at three old  California Department of  Fish and  Wildlife  wells  to see what’s 

happening with rainfall? 
• One or two  of  the  wells have been destroyed, but  we  can look into  this. 

Trotta presented the  calendar of GSP major milestones.   A discussion  followed  of how thresholds,  
project and actions  options will be brought to Board. The sustainability criteria is  the heart  and will set  
what thresholds are used and where. Uncertainty  will  be built into  the Plan. Assumptions about things  
like water use will need  to  be clearly communicated.  

• Is  there a   way to make the public  aware of the  steps we’ve  taken? 
o Not in  one fell swoop. 

• Is there a way  to figure out how to keep people  who  will be affected by  the process  informed of 
what  we’ve gone through? 

o Need to be open to the people  who have concerns. 
The Board asked Fred  Allebach  to get feedback from  the  Advisory  Committee  on how to  do better  
outreach and discussed  what/how to interact with Citizens  Advisory  Committee  and others on specific  
uses.  

9. Adjournment 
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